Abstract-To use high-Tc superconductors for alternating current transport, it is important to evaluate AC losses. The influence of J c (B) on the self field losses in a superconductive tube fed by a transport current in incomplete penetration is studied for two reasons. First, superconducting power cables have a geometry that resembles a tube and second, for high-temperature superconductors, the variation of J c (B) is important especially for low magnetic fields like self field. An analytical calculation of the distribution of the magnetic field B(r; t) by using a linearized law J c (B) is presented. From B(r; t) one deduces J (r; t) and E (r; t). The analytical expressions of those were used to calculate the analytical instantaneous power p(t). The losses in the superconducting tube are the average value of p(t). They are numerically calculated and compared with the measurements taken on a sample whose characteristic Jc(B) was previously measured. With the linear model, the calculated losses are closer to the measured losses than for the Bean model, but the Jc(B) identification remains the main problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
H IGH-CRITICAL-TEMPERATURE superconductors (HTS) used for transport of alternating electric current present lower electrical losses than resistive materials. AC losses have a deleterious effect on the cooling system and must be evaluated.
The analytical calculation of the AC losses in bulk superconductors was already presented in the following cases:
1) cylinder and plate in a variable external magnetic field with constant critical current density [1] ; 2) sheet in a variable external magnetic field with dependent on magnetic flux density [2] ; 3) cylinder and tube with transport current and constant [3] , [4] . The theoretical model used for these calculations was proposed by Bean [5] . This model assumed that the critical current density at any point of the sample can only take one of three constant values, the critical current density , , and zero. That is the critical state model (CSM).
Superconducting power cables have a geometry that resembles a tube comprised of superconducting filaments in a copper or silver matrix. Despite the inhomogeneous nature of these filament-matrix cables, the losses are calculated with the monoblock model using average current densities and thickness [6] .
varies for low magnetic field in HTS [7] , like in the case of transport current. Large variation of leads to greater variation of AC losses and penetration current .
Previous work has numerically calculated the AC losses as a function of [8] - [10] . AC loss analytical calculations using variable
give exact results without numerical error. Three ways allows one to analytically calculate AC losses, using pointing vector [2] , the magnetic flux [3] , [5] , [11] - [14] , or the instantaneous power [1] , [4] , [15] - [17] . Knowing also allows one to calculate thermal stability and thermal response of superconducting systems [18] - [20] . In this paper, analytical calculation of the instantaneous power in a current carrying a superconducting tube and the calculation of influences on the AC losses are studied. These calculations are made thanks to the linearized law; therefore, the AC losses are called the linear model losses . In [7] , the influence of on is presented. The experimentalists showed how to obtain a linear law for starting from the measured according to an external magnetic field . Expressions of the steady state distributions of , , electric field , and instantaneous power for incomplete penetration (current of transport ) are presented. The losses are calculated by numerically integrating over one period. Finally a comparison of the calculated values versus the loss measurements is examined.
II. MAGNETIC FIELD, CURRENT DENSITY, AND ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTIONS
First, in Section II-A, the framework of this study is presented. Next, in Section II-B, previous results [7] necessary to comprehension of continuous rating are discussed. Then, in Sections II-C and II-D, the new calculations of AC losses are presented. In these last two sections, calculations were performed from to negative on half the periodic curve, thus the current is always decreasing. Following this decrease, there are two cases, the first when is positive and the second during which is negative. In these two cases , , and are different and are presented separately. 
A. Frame of the Theoretical Study
The case of a superconductive tube with transport current is studied. The dimensions of the tube are internal radius , external radius , section , and length , seen in Fig. 1 . The z-axis represents the axis of the tube.
The electromagnetic behaviour of a superconductor is governed by the Maxwell equations (1) (2)
For the superconducting material, we assume the approximation (3) is given by the CSM and defines the relation between the electric field and the current density (4) Due to symmetry and the current density being oriented along the z-axis, , , and have only one component
The tube is supplied by a periodic current (period ) (Fig. 2) between and negative . The time wave form of the current is unimportant for the calculations of the magnetic field distribution or the losses for the CSM [21] .
B. Transient State and the Full Penetration Current
The transient state corresponds to the first rise of the current . This study has already been published [7] Fig. 2. Periodic current supply to the studied sample.
but it is necessary to review some calculations to understand this paper fully. By considering (2) and (4), one obtains the following differential equation:
On the external radius, there is the following boundary condition: (6) Equation (5) has a relatively simple analytical solution with a linear . With another , the solutions of the , , and distribution calculations are too complex to be useful. So, to allow an analytical calculation, is linearized So (5) becomes (7) When the current rises, the current density penetrates from the external radius , toward the internal radius , and its direction is the z-axis.
During the transient state, , , and (7) becomes (8) Considering (8) and (6), one deduces At , the magnetic flux density penetrates in the tube up to and is called (9) is obtained with with , where and is Lambert's -function. This function, also called the omega function, is the inverse function of [22] . With the CSM, must remain lower than so that the material remains superconductive. depends on the law of the material [7] .
If the current penetration is complete and . Using one finds because (10)
C. First Quarter of Period of the Continuous Rating and After the first current penetration, the current decreases and the current density has a value of negative critical current density with respect to the circumference (Fig. 3) , for , opposed to that of the center where and for . The trapped magnetic field is constant for and . So, (8) becomes (11) As long as and , one calculates by solving (11) with (6) (12) To calculate , we know that is spatially continuous at , as shown in (13), at the top of the next page. The electric field distribution is important to calculate the AC losses because
One obtains with (1) that becomes
We can calculate using the boundary condition For (14) is an exponential integral function. 
D. Second Quarter of Period of the Continuous Rating and
For , , is positive in the internal portion of the tube and negative in the external portion (Fig. 3) . For and for all , . If , the equation can be solved as stated previously (11) . If , the equation used is (15) First, the profile with respect to the radius is presented.
For , is the trapped magnetic flux density. For , considering (11) and that , one deduces (16) with and . For , considering (15) and (6) . In this case to calculate AC losses, has to be calculated using (18) As in Section II, is expressed differently dependent upon whether is positive or negative. Thanks to the expressions of , , and
2)
, as shown in the equation at bottom of page. The two expressions of are complex and do not allow one to calculate the losses that is the average value, which require an integration with respect to time . Thus, the calculation of is done by numerical integration where is the time slot; is the quantity of time slots; 
IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATION
The experimental tests were made using a cylindrical current lead of BiSCCO. The dimensions of this sample are: mm, mm, mm , and cm, as seen in Fig. 1 . In [7] , the average characteristic curve for the superconductive tube was presented. AC loss calculations require the use of local data. By linearizing the curve, one may obtain a local data with the approximation A/m (19) With (10) and the local approximation, one obtains A. AC losses were then measured on the experimental sample. The experimental losses were compared with theoretical calculations. The measured losses , the losses calculated using the Bean model , and the losses calculated with our linear model versus are presented in Fig. 4 . AC losses can be calculated by the Bean model or the linear model when is less than . For this case, is equal to for the Bean model and is less than for the linear model [7] . The Bean model uses one critical current density and is chosen as the value of when . With this value of , the Bean model critical current is equal to A. One observes in Fig. 4 . Thus we chose to vary one of the parameters of so that the curve of the calculated losses approaches the measured losses. The difference in the new may be the result of the averaged slope being used for local data [7] . Changing from 0.007 T to 0.005 T, when is zero, drops to 85 A from 98 A and one obtains a better agreement between the calculation and measurements of the losses. When decreases, the losses decrease for the maximum value of , or . However, the decrease in has a greater effect on less than , and the overall losses increase. It is important to note that the limits the validity of the AC loss calculations by creating a maximum boundary for [7] . Experimentally, the current fully penetrates the sample when A and below is not in a complete current penetration state. This full penetration state assumption is derived from the theoretical curve of AC losses when equals 5 mT. In the last case, the Bean model and the linear model are unable to calculate AC losses for greater than . Choosing parameters of are important because local values must be calculated for AC losses. Therefore, the choice of parameters is important for the calculation of the losses, in particular in self magnetic fields, and it is even more difficult to identify [7] . The difficulty of this choice explains why many researchers still work on this subject.
V. CONCLUSION
The influence of on the losses in a superconductive tube fed by a transport current in incomplete current penetration has been studied. We developed an analytical calculation of the distribution of the magnetic field by using a linearized law . From , one deduces and . These analytical expressions were used to calculate the instantaneous power of the tube. The calculation of the losses is done by numerically averaging because the expression of is too complex. These calculated losses are compared with the experimental measurements taken on a sample using characteristic that was previously measured [7] . Closer examination of material properties allows a better value of which describes the measured losses more accurately. Future work includes the identification of the local law using experimental data and the linearization of this law to calculate AC losses [7] .
